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Design of COLAN II,

A Control Oriented Local Area Network

Chapter 1

Introduction

Each of the past three centuries has been dominated

by a single technology. The eighteenth century was the

time of the great mechanical systems accompanying the

industrial revolution. The nineteenth century was the age

of the steam engine. During the twentieth century, the key

technology has been information gathering, processing, and

distribution.

As we move toward the end of this century, these

areas are rapidly converging, and the differences between

collecting, transporting, storing, and processing

information are quickly disappearing. As our capability to

gather, process, and distribute information grows, the

demand for even more sophisticated information processing

grows even faster. As a result, the old model, a single

computer serving all of an organization's computational

needs is rapidly being replaced by one in which a large

number of separate but interconnected computers do the

job. These systems are known as computer networks. This

paper discusses the modification of a simple daisy-chain

structured distributed control system into a simple local
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area network using a token-bus access technique.

1.1 Network Structure

The idea to modify an existing daisy-chain structured

system into a local area network was initiated by Zheng

[3]. In any network there exists a collection of machines

intended for running user programs. These machines are

called "hosts". Hosts are connected by a communication

subnet which carries messages from host to host. The

subnet consists of two basic components: the switching

elements and the transmission lines. The switching

elements are specialized computers used for network

management. They are also known as IMPS (Interface Message

Processors) (1). In COLAN II, microcontrollers serve as

the switching elements. The transmission lines are called

communication channels or media. They could be cables,

microwaves, fiber-optics, satellites, or radio links. In

COLAN II, twisted wire pairs are used.

Two types of subnets are commonly used. The first

uses point-to-point channels, such as a telephone network.

The second uses broadcast channels. In this latter type of

subnet, there is a single communication channel shared by

all IMPs. As a result, messages sent by an IMP are

received by all other IMPs. Something in the message

itself must specify for whom it is intended. After
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receiving a message not for itself, an IMP just ignores

it.

There are three types of broadcast systems. The first

one is a bus network. At any instant one machine is the

bus master and is allowed to transmit. All other machines

are required to refrain from sending. The bus network must

have some arbitration mechanism to resolve conflicts when

two or more IMPs want to transmit simultaneously. The

arbitration mechanism may be centralized or distributed.

In COLAN II, a bus structure with a distributed control

scheme was adopted.

The second broadcast system is the ring network. In a

ring, each bit propagates around the ring on its own, not

waiting for the rest of the message to which it belongs.

Typically, each bit circumnavigates the entire ring within

a few bit times, often before transmission of the complete

message by the source.

The third broadcast system is a satellite or ground

radio system. Each IMP has an antenna through which it can

send and receive information. All IMPs can hear the output

from the satellite, and in some cases they can also hear

the transmissions of other IMPs to the satellite as well.

1.2 Network Architectures --- The ISO Reference Model

Modern computer networks are designed in a highly



structured way. The network architectures are divided into

several layers or levels. Each layer can be built upon its

predecessor. One layer in one IMP can communicates with

the same layer of another IMP using protocols. In fact,

each layer talks to its peer layer through the lowest

layer, the physical layer.

In order to standardize the various protocols, the

International Standards Organization (ISO) has developed a

seven layer reference model, called the Reference Model of

Open System Interconnection (OSI) (1). The model is shown

in Figure 1-1. The first three layers are concerned with

the communication subnet. Since this project mainly deals

with the design of the subnet, we are only interested with

the first three layers.

The first layer is the physical layer, which is

concerned with transmitting "raw" data bits over the

communication channel. The typical design issues are the

voltage used to represent a 1 or 0, bit duration, how the

initial connection is established and how it is broken

when both sides are finished, and how to make sure that a

1 will not be received by the other side as a 0. The

traditional RS-232C, the CCITT X.21, and the IEEE 802 LAN

standards are some examples of the physical medium

standards.

The second layer is the data link layer. Since the
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physical communication medium is not completely reliable,

errors may occur during data transmission. It is the data

link layer's task to make the communication channel free

of errors. This is commonly done by breaking up the input

data into data frames, transmitting the frames

sequentially, and processing the acknowledgment frames

sent back by the receiver. Since the physical layer merely

accepts and transmits a stream of bits without any regard

for the meaning and structure of the frames, it is up to

the data link layer to create and recognize frame

boundaries. This can be accomplished by attaching special

bit patterns to the beginning and end of the frame.

A noise burst on the line can destroy a frame

completely. The destroyed frame could be either a sending

frame or an acknowledgment frame. It is up to the data

link layer to solve the problems caused by damaged, lost,

and duplicate frames, such that layer 3 can assume it is

working with an error-free line.

The third layer is the network layer, which controls

the operation of the subnet. It determines the chief

characteristics of the IMP-host interface, and how

packets, the units of information exchanged in layer 3,

are routed within the subnet. The major design issue here

is the division of labor between the IMPs and hosts. For

example, who should ensure that all packets are correctly
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received at their destinations and in the proper order.

And another key design issue is how the route is

determined. In this design issue, possible problems caused

by packet congestion must be solved.

1.3 Overview of COLAN II

Zheng developed a Control Oriented Local Area

Network, COLAN in 1986 (3). COLAN used a hybrid medium

access method: token passing and CSMA/CD. Since COLAN is

very complex, it was not fully implemented. COLAN II uses

only token passing to control the bus access. Its design

and implementation are simpler than COLAN. COLAN II adopts

a bus structure which is shown in Figure 1-2. The whole

system consists of several nodes which are connected by a

single bus using the RS-485 standard. Each node consists

of one RS-485/RS-232C converter which converts the RS-232C

standard into the RS-485 standard, and vice versa, one

microcontroller (8031) based board, and one host,

typically a personal computer. In this project, IBM PCs

used.

COLAN II uses a token bus media access protocol to

control the access to the bus. The system runs in two

modes. Upon power on, the system enters the Master-Slaves

(MS) mode. In this mode, one node (node number 0) is

master node, all other nodes are slave nodes. The master



can transmit a command or text/data packet to slaves or

poll slaves to get an immediate response. The slaves can

only issue local commands within their node or answer a

poll.

Before the system enters another mode, the token

passing (TP) mode, a logical ring must be set up. Normally

this is done using a contention scheme. Each node wishing

to join the logical ring has a chance to do so. Since in

this project, no contention scheme is used, the logical

ring is set up by the master. A contention scheme is

currently under development at Oregon State University by

Eum. The use of a master node makes the initialization of

COLAN II straightforward. When the logical ring has been

set up, a special command from the master initiates the

token passing, and the system enters the TP mode. In this

mode all the nodes are equal. Each node can transmit a

command or text/data to other nodes. The master has the

responsibility of monitoring the token passing, and taking

corrective action if the token has been lost. The master

can also stop the token passing and return to the MS mode.

The details of the system design are presented in

chapter 3 and chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Local Area Networks

A Local area network is a communications network that

provides interconnection of a variety of data

communicating devices within a small area (2). LANs

generally have three distinctive characteristics:

* A diameter of not more than a few kilometers

* A total data rate exceeding 1 Mbps

* Ownership by a single organization

LANs support minis, mainframes, terminals, and other

peripherals. LANs can also support microcomputers and

inexpensive peripherals.

Standards for LANs have been developed by the IEEE

802 committee (7], (8). Two medium access control

techniques, CSMA/CD and Token Bus are reviewed in this

chapter.

2.1 CSMA/CD (2]

Carrier sense multiple access with collision

detection (CSMA/CD) is the most commonly used medium

access control technique for bus/tree topologies. It is

one of the random access or contention techniques. All

contention techniques must deal with the problem of

sharing a common broadcast transmission medium, i.e., who
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goes next?

With a 1-persistent CSMA protocol, a station wishing

to transmit listens to the medium and obeys the following

rules:

* If the medium is idle, transmit.

* If the medium is busy, continue to listen until the

channel is sensed idle; then transmit immediately.

If there is a collision ( determined by a lack

of acknowledgment), wait a random amount of time

and repeat step 1.

This protocol is called 1-persistent because the

station transmits with a probability of 1 whenever it

finds the channel idle.

When two frames collide, the medium remains unusable

for the duration of transmission of both damaged frames.

The amount of wasted bandwidth can be considerable for

long frames. If the station transmitting a frame can

listen to the medium and stop the transmission as soon as

it detects a collision, the performance will be improved.

This is the idea of CSMA/CD. With a CSMA/CD protocol, two

rules can be added to the CSMA rules:

* If a collision is detected during transmission,

immediately cease transmitting the frames, and

transmit a brief jamming signal to assure that all

stations know that there has been a collision.
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* After transmitting the jamming signal, wait a

random amount of time, then attempt to transmit

again using CSMA.

Besides 1-persistence, there are also nonpersistence

and p-persistence CSMA/CD protocols. But the most common

choice is 1-persistence. It is used by both Ethernet and

MITREnet, and in the IEEE 802 standard.

5 2.2 Token bus [2]

Token bus is a relatively new technique for medium

access control. It is more complex than CSMA/CD. In this

technique, the stations on the bus form a logical ring.

Each station is assigned a logical position in an ordered

sequence, with the last member of the sequence followed by

the first. The physical ordering of the stations on the

bus is not important. Each station knows the identity of

the stations preceding and following it. All stations on

the bus need not necessarily be on the logical ring. If a

station on the bus is not on the logical ring, it can

receive a frame but cannot transmit a frame. A typical

token bus structure and its logical ring is shown in

Figure 2-1.

A control frame known as the token regulates the

right of access. This token includes a destination

address. The station receiving the token controls the bus
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for a specified time. This station may transmit frames to

other stations and poll the other stations to get

responses. When it is done or time has expired, it must

pass the token frame on to the next station in logical

sequence. That station now temporarily controls the bus.

Two phases are required: one for data transfer, and

another for token transfer.

A token bus requires considerable maintenance. The

following functions must be performed by one or more

stations:

* Ring Initialization: When the network is started

up, or after the logical ring has broken down, it

must be initialized. Some cooperative,

decentralized algorithm is needed to sort out who

goes first, who goes second, and so on.

* Addition to ring: Periodically, nonparticipating

stations must be granted the opportunity to insert

themselves in the ring.

* Deletion from ring: A station must be able to

remove itself from the ring by splicing together

its predecessor and successor.

* Recovery: A number of errors can occur. These

include duplicate address (Two stations think it is

their turn) and broken ring (no station thinks that

it is their turn).
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2.3 IEEE 802 token bus

IEEE 802 committee has developed a standard for the

token bus protocol [7]. This protocol includes the

following parts:

* Addition of a node

* Deletion of a node

* Fault management by token holder

* Ring initialization

* Classes of service

2.3.1 Frame format

Preamble I SD 1 FF I DA I SA I LLC I FCS I ED

SD = Starting delimiter

FF = Frame format

DA = Destination address

SA = Source address

LLC = Logical link control

FCS = Frame check Sequence

ED = Ending delimiter

2.3.2 Addition of a node

A controlled contention process called "response

window" is used to accomplish the addition of a node. Each

node on the ring has the responsibility of periodically
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granting an opportunity for new nodes to enter the ring.

While holding the token, the node issues a solicit-

successor frame, inviting nodes with an address between

itself and the next node in logical sequence to demand

entrance. The transmitting node then waits for one

response window time. If no node wants in, the token

holder transfers the token to its successor as usual. If

one node wants in, it will issue a set-successor frame.

The token holder designates the next node as its successor

node and transfers the token to it. The new node sets its

linkages accordingly and proceeds. If there is more than

one node wishing to enter, multiple responses to the

solicit-successor frame will result. Thus the token holder

will detect a garbled response. This conflict is resolved

by an address-based contention scheme. The token holder

transmits a resolve-contention frame and waits four demand

windows. Each demander can respond in one of these four

windows based on the first bits of its address. If a

demander hears anything on the bus before its turn, it

will not transmit its set-successor frame. If the token

holder receives a valid set-successor frame, it thinks a

new node has successfully entered. Otherwise it tries

again. Only those nodes that responded the first time are

allowed to respond this time, based on the second pairs of

bits in their address. This process continues until a
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valid set-successor frame is received, no response is

received, or a maximum retry count is reached. If the

latter two cases happen, the token holder will give up and

pass the token to next node on the logical sequence.

2.3.3 Deletion of a node

If a node wishes to drop out, it waits until it

receives the token. Then it sends a set-successor frame to

its predecessor, instructing that node to splice to the

successor of the node wishing to drop out.

2.3.4 Fault management by token holder

There are four fault management situations.

a) Multiple token

If a token holder hears a frame that indicates that

another node has the token, it "destroys" its token

immediately. Thus the number of token holder drops to 1 or

0. In the latter case, it becomes the following situation.

b) No token

If one or more stations detect a lack of bus activity

of a duration longer than a time-out value, they will

conclude that the token has been lost. In this situation,

a logical ring initialization occurs.
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c) Unaccepted token

If the successor node is active, the token issuer

will hear a valid frame and revert to the listener mode

(non-token using node). If the token issuer does not hear

a valid frame, it reissues the token to the same successor

one more times. If it fails again, the token issuer

assumes its successor has failed. It becomes the following

situation.

d) Failed station

In this situation, the token holder issues a "who-

follows" frame, asking for the identity of the node that

follows the failed node. The token holder should receive a

set-successor frame. If so, it changes its linkage and

issues a token. If there is no response to the "who-

follows" frame, the token holder tries again. If the retry

fails, the token holder gives up the "who-follows" process

and issues a "solicit-successor" frame inviting every node

to respond. If this process works, a two-node ring is

established and the system goes on. If it fails, The token

holder ceases its activity and listens to the bus. At this

time, a logical ring initialization is needed.
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2.3.5 Ring initialization

After the system powers up, or a logical ring has

broken down, a ring initialization is necessary.

Initialization is primarily a special case of adding new

stations. More than one node can try to initialize the

network at a given instant. This is resolved by "address

sorting" the initializers. For more details, see the IEEE

802.4 standard [7].

2.3.6 Classes of service

A token bus system can include classes of service

that provide a mechanism of prioritizing access to the

bus. Four classes of service are defined by the IEEE 802

standard.

* Synchronous

* Asynchronous urgent

* Asynchronous normal

* Asynchronous time-available

Any station may have data in one or more of these

classes to send. The purpose is to allocate network

bandwidth to the higher priority frames and only send

lower priority frames when there is sufficient bandwidth.

For details, see the IEEE 802.4 standard [7].
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2.4 COLAN II and IEEE 802 token bus

COLAN II was designed and implemented independent of

the IEEE 802 token bus standard. The main concerns in the

design and implementation are simplicity and low cost.

IEEE 802 token bus is a well defined general purpose

standard. It is very complex to implement in this control

oriented local area network project.

The principle of the token passing method used in

COLAN II is the same as that described in IEEE 802.4

standard [7]. The logical ring set-up, token passing,

initialization, and maintenance are necessary to the IEEE

802 token bus as well as to COLAN II, but the ways to

perform these functions are different. The major

differences are in the logical ring initialization and

maintenance.

In the IEEE 802 token bus, the management

responsibilities are shared equally among all the nodes

participating. In COLAN, the whole management

responsibilities are performed by a single node, the

master node. Although this is not desirable for high

performance, use of a master node makes initialization and

maintenance relatively simple.

Another important factor in the use of a master node

is due to the lack of a contention scheme. Since some

contention schemes are currently under development at
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Oregon State University, the master node may be eliminated

in "COLAN III".

COLAN II only implemented the physical layer and

medium access control layer, as defined in IEEE 802.4

standard [7]. The logical link layer, which is above the

medium access control layer, will be implemented in future

development.
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G E D

F A B C

Figure 2-1 A typical Token Bus Structure. ( The dashed

line indicates the logical ring. G and F are

not on the logical ring, they can receive

frames, but cannot transmit frames. The order

in which the stations A, B, C, D, and E are

connected to the bus has little impact on the

order of the logical ring. )
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Chapter 3

COLAN II Design I Structure

This chapter deals with the COLAN II System

structure. Next chapter deals with the design of the

operating system for COLAN II.

3.1 Overview of TASKMASTER, the original system

The COLAN II is based upon a daisy-chain structured

system, called TASKMASTER. This section briefly reviews

the TASKMASTER System.

The TASKMASTER System consists of one host and

several microcontroller based boards called TASKMASTERS.

The host is a master and the TASKMASTER boards are

intelligent slaves capable of performing a variety of

specified control tasks. The system is configured as a

daisy-chain structure as shown in Figure 3-1.

The TASKMASTER system is a control oriented

distributed system designed for real-time control

purposes. Each control action is accomplished through the

use of system tasks. Each task has a unique "name" or

"task number" which can be specified by the host. Tasks

reside in the TASKMASTER'S program memory in the form of

task library. Such a task library can be modified by users

for specific applications.
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Each TASKMASTER in the system has a unique device

number. A command from the host must specify the device

number, task number, and task types.

There are three types of tasks:

* Immediate tasks: These are tasks of the highest

priority. Upon receiving an immediate task, the

TASKMASTER executes it immediately without delay.

* Queued tasks: These tasks are to be put on the task

queue, and be executed sequentially.

* Synchronized tasks: These tasks are put on the task

queue and be executed only if: a) It has moved to

the head of the task queue, and b) A synchronizing

signal from the host has been received by this

TASKMASTER.

The command packet is in the following format:

{DN P TN Q DD /}

{ : Starting delimiter of the packet.

DN: Device number

P : Pre-execution control character. It indicates if

the task called is an immediate task, a queued

task, or a synchronized task.

! Immediate task

: Queued task

? Synchronized task

TN: Task number
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Q: Post execution control character. It indicates

if the task should be requeued.

Non-requeued task

Requeued task

DD: Data field. This data field can contain up to

5 pairs of hexadecimal characters.

The operating system of the TASKMASTER system

consists of two major parts, the main routine and the

interrupt service routine. The flow chart is shown in

Figure 3-2.

1) The main routine

The purpose of this routine is to initialize the

TASKMASTER, open an interrupt window for the serial port

interrupt, execute the queued task at the head of task

queue, and manage the task queue.

2) Serial interrupt service routine

The purpose of this part is to receive a character

from the host, process the command packet upon receiving a

complete packet, put the modified packet on the task queue

if a queued or synchronized task, or execute it if an

immediate task.
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3.2 COLAN II System Structure

The system structure is shown in Figure 3-3. It

consists of an RS-485 bus, RS-485/RS-232C converters,

SIBEC II single board computers using an Intel 8031

microcontroller, and IBM PCs. A command or a noncommand

packet is sent from the IBM PC to the Sibec II through a

RS-232C serial linkage. A command packet destination is

specified by its device number. If the device number is

different from the node device number, the packet is sent

to the network bus via the RS-485/RS-232C converter. A

noncommand packet is always an outgoing packet and is sent

to the system bus. All the nodes on the bus receive

packets and check their device numbers. If the packet is

intended for itself, the node accepts and processes this

packet. If not, the node ignores it.

In the following sections, components of the Sibec II

System are discussed in details.

3.2.1 System bus

The COLAN II employs a RS-485 standard bus as the

network bus. This bus carries signals to all the nodes on

the bus. The conventional RS-232C standard is used for the

serial communications between single board computer and

hosts. The conversion between these two levels are

performed by RS-485/RS-232C converters.
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There are two basic methods for electronic

communications between various components in a

communication network: single ended transmission and

differential transmission. Single ended transmission uses

only one signal line and a ground level reference and can

only be used for short distances and at low data rates.

For a long distance transmission, it is difficult to tell

a valid signal from a garbled one due to induced noise and

shifts in the ground reference. A differential

transmission uses two signal lines. The signal level is

determined by the voltage difference between them. Since

unwanted signals appear as a common-mode level, they are

rejected by the differential line receiver. This method

can be used for a longer transmission.

The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) has

developed several standards for both transmissions. The

RS-232C and newer RS-423 standards are for single-ended

transmissions. The maximum cable length for RS-232C is

only 50 feet, and maximum data rate is 20 Kbs. The RS-422

and RS-485 standards are for differential transmissions.

The maximum cable length for RS-485 is 4000 feet, and the

maximum data rate is 10 Mbs. This is the reason that COLAN

II employs a RS-485 bus.
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3.2.2 RS-485/RS-232C converter

This part converts the RS-232C standard signal to RS-

485 standard signal, and vice versa. It includes two bus

drivers ( MC1488 for RS-232C, SN75174 for RS-485), two

receivers ( MC1489 for RS-232C, SN75175 for RS-485), and a

1-shot circuit (74LS121) controlling the enable signal for

SN75174 bus driver. If there is no data from the Sibec II

single board computer, the one shot turns off the 74174

bus driver. When the starting bit of a character comes,

the 1-shot turns on the driver until all the bits of the

character are transmitted. In this way, a node will not

interfere with the system bus when there is no data to be

transmitted.

3.2.3 Sibec II

Sibec II is a MCS-51 family single board

microcontroller made by Binary Technology, Inc.. The 8031

on-chip serial communication port is used to interface to

the RS-485/RS-232C converter. A serial communication

controller (Intel 82530, SCC) is added to the board to

connect with the IBM PC's serial port. With the SCC's

interrupt request line connected to the 8031's INT1, the

8031 external interrupt 1 is used to indicate the presence

of an input from the host, the IBM PC. When a character

from the host is received, an external interrupt 1 occurs.
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And an interrupt service routine for incoming host packets

is initiated. When a character from the network is

received, a serial port interrupt occurs. The interrupt

service routine for incoming network packets is initiated.

The 8031 uses an external ROM for program memory.

Sibec II is designed to support a maximum of 48K external

memories divided into five blocks. Since the read strobe

for these memory blocks is obtained by ANDing the program

memory strobe (PSEN) and data memory strobe (RD), all

external memory blocks can support ROMs as well as RAMs.

In the COLAN II System, an 8K ROM (2764) is used for

program memory and resides at the location from 0000H to

1FFFH. One 8K RAM (6264) is used as an external data

memory for the operating systems and resides at the

location from 6000H to 7FFFH. All of the microcontroller

internal data memory is reserved for the operating

system.

Five interrupts are supported by the 8031. In COLAN

II, four interrupt sources are used by the operating

system. The serial port interrupt and external interrupt

1 are used for the incoming network packets and host

packets. Timer 1 supports the on-chip serial port's baud

rate and can not be used for interrupt purposes. Timer 0

interrupt is used to support time-out functions necessary

for token management. The only unused interrupt is
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external interrupt 0, which is left for future

modification and development.

Characters transmitted from the host are sent to

COLAN II in standard ASCII format at a data rate of 1200

baud. This baud rate is not the intended one for COLAN II

and will be changed to 9600 or 19200 baud in future

development. The serial communications between two nodes

are also currently at a 1200 baud.

3.2.4 Host

A host running a high level language program, such as

a BASIC or PASCAL program serves as a user interface in

COLAN II. Human operators can control the system through

the host to perform specific tasks, such as production

line monitoring, greenhouse temperature and humidity

control, experimental data collection, and so on. The

control and operation of the system is accomplished by

sending a command from the host keyboard or host

application program, which initiates and controls the

running of specific tasks.

Generally speaking, any computer using conventional

asynchronous serial protocol can be used as a host. In

this project, IBM personal computers were used as hosts.
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Chapter 4

COLAN II Design II Operating System

In this chapter, details of the software design for

the COLAN II System are discussed. The first section

describes the general aspects of the operating system, the

remaining sections are devoted to specific aspects of the

operating system.

Since the COLAN II System is based on the original

TASKMASTER SYSTEM, the processing of command from the host

packets remains the same. The processing of command

packets arriving via the network bus is quite similar.

Therefore, the design issues of these parts are not

discussed in this paper. The corresponding flags and

dedicated registers are described only when necessary for

clarity.

4.1 General Description

The operating system is responsible for the proper

overall operation of the system, including token

transmitting, token receiving, lost token processing, host

command packet processing, incoming packet processing,

outgoing packet processing, task execution, and so on.

Before the operating systems can be designed, certain

things such as format definitions, memory assignments,
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flag definitions, and timer definitions, must be

specified.

4.1.1 Packet Formats

1) User packets

There are two types of packets designed for users:

command packets and noncommand packet. The command packets

are the same as those in the TASKMASTER System. They are

designed to allow users to initiate the running of tasks.

The format of these command packets was reviewed in

section 3.1.

The noncommand packets are designed to allow users to

transfer text/data packets, or short message packets among

the nodes. There are two types of noncommand packets

serving two different classes of messages. A user of one

node may wish to send another user an unimportant message,

or dialogue with another user. In this case, the short

message need not to be saved. This kind of noncommand

packet is called a message packet. A user may also wish to

transfer a text/data file or an important message which

must be saved for future uses. This kind of noncommand

packet is called a text/data packet. From the destination

node point of view, the difference between these two

packets is controlled by status flag, MSENSR.7.

The message packet has the following format:
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[DN Message]

[ : Starting delimiter of the message packet

] : Ending delimiter of the message packet

DN: Device number

Message: Contents of messages being sent

To send a message packet, a user just needs to type

the starting delimiter, destination address, the message,

and finally the ending delimiter. The message packet will

be sent directly to the intended user, the IBM PC in this

project, via the message buffer. After it has been sent to

the host, the message packet is eliminated from the

message buffer.

The text/data packet has the same format as message

packet:

[DN Text/data]

[ : Starting delimiter

] : Ending delimiter

DN: Device number

Text/data: Contents of text/data being sent

To send a text/data packet, a user needs to sensitize

the intended node before sending text/data packets, and

desensitize that node after sending text/data packets. The

text/data packets sent will be saved in a memory location

of the intended node, called text/data memory. The user of

that node can check to see if there are any messages and
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review any text/data. The user can also copy the

text/data onto a disk or printer for permanent saving.

For operating system design purposes, packets can be

viewed as either a local packets or a network packets

depending on their destination address. A local packet

originates from the host and remains within the node. A

local packet can only be a command packet since it is

unreasonable for a user to send a message packet to

itself. In this project, the local command packet is also

called a "host command packet".

A network packet is transferred via the system bus.

For a specified node, a network packet can arrive from

another node or it can be transmitted to another node. In

former situation, we call it an "incoming (network)

packet"; in latter situation, we call it "outgoing

(network) packet".

2) Token packet

The token packet is a special packet which regulates

the token passing. The format of token packet is:

<DD>

< : Starting delimiter of token packet

> : Ending delimiter of token packet

DD: Destination address, two ASCII characters.

Every node has a Node_Number_Register, NNR, which
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holds the node number or node address. The node number of

the master is always OOH, and its NNR holds the number of

total nodes on the logical ring including itself. The

master passes the token to the node whose NNR holds the

highest node number. This node then passes the token to

the node whose NNR holds the next highest node number, and

so on. In this way, the token circumnavigates the logical

ring continuously.

4.1.2 COLAN II System Data Memory Assignment

All of the 128 bytes of internal data memory and 8K

bytes external data memory block are reserved for the

COLAN II operating system.

1) Internal Data Memory

The internal data memory map is shown in Figure 4-1.

The 128 bytes are assigned as follows:

Register bank 0 is dedicated for queued tasks,

register bank 1 for immediate tasks, register bank 2 for

timer operation, and register bank 3 for the operating

system.

The memory from 20H to 2FH is bit addressable and is

reserved for flags and dedicated registers of the

operating systems.

The stack resides at locations from 30H to 4FH. The
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host command packet buffer is from 50H to 5FH. Incoming

command packet buffer is from 60H to 6FH.

Memory locations from 70H to 7FH are used for

pointers to external data memories.

2) External Data Memories

External data memory from 6000H to 7FFFH is used by

the operating systems. The external data memory map is

shown in Figure 4-2. This block of memory is divided into

four parts:

a) Task queue

Task queue is from 6000H to 63FFH (1K) and is used

for the storage of queued tasks. The pointers associated

with the task queue are:

QHEADHI: Head of task queue, higher byte.

QHEADLO: Head of task queue, lower byte.

QTAILHI: Tail of task queue, higher byte.

QTAILLO: Tail of task queue, lower byte.

b) Outgoing packet queue

The outgoing packet queue is from 6400H to 6FFFH (3K)

and is used to buffer the outgoing packets. The pointers

associated with this queue are:

OHEADHI: Head of outgoing packet queue, higher
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byte.

OHEADLO: Head of outgoing packet queue, lower

byte.

OTAILHI: Tail of outgoing packet queue, higher

byte.

OTAILLO: Tail of outgoing packet queue, lower

byte.

c) Message buffer

The message buffer is from 7000H to 73FFH (1K) and is

used to buffer the incoming message packets. The pointers

associated with this buffer are:

BHEADHI: Head of incoming message buffer, higher

byte.

BHEADLO: Head of incoming message buffer, lower

byte.

BTAILHI: Tail of incoming message buffer, higher

byte.

BTAILLO: Tail of incoming message buffer, lower

byte.

d) Text/data memory

The text/data memory is from 7400H to 7FFFH (3K) and

is used to save incoming text/data packets. The pointers

associated with this memory are:
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MHEADHI: Head of incoming text/data memory, higher

byte.

MHEADLO: Head of incoming text/data memory, lower

byte.

MTAILHI: Tail of incoming text/data memory, higher

byte.

MTAILLO: Tail of incoming text/data memory, lower

byte.

4.1.3 Status Registers And Dedicated Registers

In this section, three status registers, SWDN,

TIMERN, MSENSR, and two dedicated registers, NNR, and MNR

are discussed.

a) SWDN

SWDN is a status register for network operation. Each

bit of SWDN has the following meaning:

SWDN.7 = 1: holding token

SWDN.6 = 1: in Token Passing mode

SWDN.5 = 1: outgoing command packet in progress

SWDN.4 = 1: incoming noncommand packet destination

address in progress

SWDN.3 = 1: token packet in progress

SWDN.2 = 1: incoming command packet in progress

SWDN.1 = 1: outgoing noncommand packet in progress
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SWDN.0 = 1: incoming noncommand packet in progress

b) TIMERN

This is a timer register TIMERN defining four virtual

timers. Each bit of TIMERN has the following meaning:

TIMERN.7 = 1: timer 3 time_out flag set

TIMERN.6 = 1: timer 2 time_out flag set

TIMERN.5 = 1: timer 1 time_out flag set

TIMERN.4 = 1: timer 0 time_out flag set

TIMERN.3 = 1: timer 3 running

TIMERN.2 = 1: timer 2 running

TIMERN.1 = 1: timer 1 running

TIMERN.0 = 1: timer 0 running

Timer 0 to timer 3 are actually virtual timers. They

are performed by a single physical timer, the 8031's timer

0 by setting a specific bit in TIMERN. Because there is

only one physical timer, the virtual timer 0 to 4 cannot

be running at the same time. Since in this project, the

timer controlling the duration of token holding and the

timer monitoring the token passing are used for different

time durations, it is straightforward to use two virtual

timers, timer 0 and timer 1 for these purposes.

In the COLAN II, only two virtual timers, timer 0 and

timer 1, are used. Timer 0 sets a limit on the time which

a node can hold the token. For each node, an outgoing
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packet can be transmitted only if timer 0 has not expired.

If timer 0 times out, the node holding the token finishes

its current transmission and passes it to the next node on

the logical sequence. In this project, this time_out value

was set to 3 seconds.

Timer 1 is used for token passing monitoring. This

timer exists only in the master. The master thinks the

token has been lost if it has not received a token packet

before timer 1 times out. In this situation, the logical

ring has broken down. A token-lost message is sent to the

host of the master node. In this project, timer 1 time_out

value is set to:

2 * Total_Node_Number * Timer_l_Timer_Out_Value

This time out value is sufficient for the master to

make sure that the token has been lost.

c) MSENSR

This register indicates the status of a specified

memory block, sensitized or desensitized. In the COLAN II

System, only one bit has been used, MSENSR.7.

MSENSR.7 = 1: text/data memory sensitized.

Other bits in MSENSR are reserved for future

development, such as a printer sensitized flag, host

sensitized flag, and so on.
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4.1.4 Operating Systems Configuration

The operating system consists of four functional

parts: the main routine, the serial port interrupt service

routine, the external interrupt 1 service routine, and the

timer 0 interrupt service routine. Figure 4-3 is a

conceptual configuration of the operating systems.

Among the three interrupts used, the timer 0

interrupt has the highest priority, the serial port

interrupt has the second highest priority, and the

external interrupt 1 has the lowest priority.

4.2 Main Routine

The main routine of the operating systems runs in an

infinite loop fashion. Before entering this loop, it

initializes the network and the node. Upon entering the

loop, it will continue looping until a reset occurs. The

flowchart of main routine is shown in Figure 4-4.

Within the infinite loop, the main routine opens a

window for a serial port interrupt and external interrupt

1, sends message packets to host, sends outgoing packets

to the system bus when holding token, and executes queued

tasks.

Figure 4-5 is the flowchart for the "sending message

to host" part. In this part, the message packets from

other nodes are sent to the host.
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Figure 4-6 is the flowchart for another part in the

main routine, the "sending outgoing packets to system bus"

part. In this part, the holding_token flag of SWDN is

checked first. If the node holds the token, the outgoing

packets are sent to the system bus one packet at a time.

After each packet has been sent out, the timer 0 time out

flag is checked to see if the time has expired. If the

time has expired, stop transmitting and pass the token to

the next node; if there is still time for this node, go on

transmitting. The packet is an atomic unit which must be

transmitted as a whole. The maximum time a node can

transmit is the timer 0 time_out value plus the time

necessary to send out one outgoing packet. This maximum

time cannot be so large as to cause a "token lost"

situation which is based on timer 1. It means the packet

has a maximum length. Any outgoing packet exceeding this

maximum length must be divided into several subpackets

whose lengths are either equal to or less than the maximum

length. The details are discussed in 4.4.1.

If the node does not hold the token, for a slave

node, it goes to next processing part; for a master node,

it checks the timer 1 time_out flag. If the timer 1

time_out flag is set, it indicates the token has been

lost. The master regains control of the bus and the system

re-enters the MS mode. If the timer 1 time_out flag is
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clear, the node just goes to next processing part.

The transmissions are under the control of

interrupts. There are two kinds of transmission. One is

between host and Sibec II, another is between network bus

and Sibec II. Under the interrupt control, one

transmission will not block the another.

4.3 Serial Port Interrupt Service Routine

The serial port interrupt service routine is

responsible for collecting, processing, and storing

incoming packets. It is also responsible for processing

of the token packet.

From its functions, this service routine can be

divided into four parts: getting the character from the

system bus, token management, incoming noncommand packet

processing, and incoming command packet processing, see

Figure 4-7 (a). Since the first part and the last part are

analogous to those in TASKMASTER System, only token

management and incoming noncommand packet processing parts

are discussed in this section.

4.3.1 Token Management

The token management section processes the received

token packet. The flowchart is shown in Figure 4-8. First

it checks the token packet destination address. If the
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node is not the destination, it ignores the token packet.

If it is addressed to the node, it stops timer 1 which

watches the token passing, then sets up the holding_token

flag. Before it returns to the main routine, the token

management part sets up timer 0 for the token holding

duration.

The task of passing the token to the next node is

performed in the main routine, not in the token management

part. The reason is to avoid losing input characters from

the host. It is illustrated in the following example.

Assume that the token passing is done in the token

management part of the serial port interrupt service

routine. When a long packet, such as a text/data file, is

transferred from host to the microcontroller, the external

interrupt 1 service routine is called to receive input

characters. Before this long packet has been received

completely, it may be necessary to pass the token packet

to next node. Since serial port interrupt has higher

priority than external interrupt 1, the receiving of

characters is interrupted. Since passing a token packet

takes almost the same time as inputting a same length

packet from host, some characters are lost definitely.

4.3.2 Incoming Noncommand Packet Processing

If the packet from the system bus starts with "[", it
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indicates that this packet is a noncommand packet. The

incoming noncommand packet processing part is responsible

for the processing and storing of such a packet. The

flowchart of this part is shown in Figure 4-9.

The first step to process this incoming noncommand

packet is to check the destination address of the packet.

If the packet address does not match, the node ignores the

packet. If the packet address is correct, the node stores

the packet in the text/data memory or message buffer

depending on the memory sensitized flag ( MSENSR.7 ).

4.4 External Interrupt 1 Service Routine

The external interrupt 1 service routine is

responsible for the collecting, processing, and storing of

inputs from the host. It consists of three major parts:

"getting character from host" part, "outgoing noncommand

packet processing" part, and "outgoing/host command packet

processing" part. The flowchart is shown in Figure 4-7

(b).

In this section, the outgoing noncommand packet

processing part is discussed.

4.4.1 Outgoing Noncommand Packet Processing Part

When a input packet from host starts with a ff[H, it

will be considered as a outgoing noncommand packet. These
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packets are processed and stored in the outgoing packet

queue.

The packets inputted are divided into several

subpackets if its length exceeds the maximum length of a

packet. In this project, the maximum length of a packet

was set to 100 bytes.

For example, assume that a long packet has the

following format:

[DNxxxxxxxxx...x] total 250 bytes

DN : device number

: text/data

To send this packet, the outgoing noncommand packet

processing part breaks the packet into three subpackets as

follows:

[ DNxxxxx...x][DNxxxxx...x][DNxxx...x]

The length of the first two subpackets are 100 bytes

each, and that of the last subpacket is 58 bytes. In this

way, packets with any length can be sent out to other

nodes.

4.5 Some Tasks In COLAN II

There are some tasks in the COLAN II related to the

network initialization and operations.
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4.5.1 TASK30 Set Up A Logical Ring

TASK30 is used by the master node to set up a logical

ring before entering the TP mode. The master node calls

the TASK30 residing in the target node to perform the

logical ring set-up function. TASK30 must be in the task

library of all the devices. The format of this task is:

{DN!30.NNDM}

DN : the device number of the target node

NN : the assigned node number for the target node

DM : the device number of the master node

For example, assume that the device number of a

master node is 07H, the device numbers of two slaves are

09H and 20H. If the master wants to set up a logical ring

with these slaves, it issues two commands. First, the

master issues a command to device 09H: {09!30.0107 }. When

device 09H receives this command, it sends back a

acknowledgment packet: [07 NODE 01 IS 09] which will be

shown on the host screen of the device 07H as: [NODE 01 IS

09], indicating that the device 09H knows that its node

number is 01H. Then the master issues another command to

device 20H: {20!30.0207 }, and gets another immediate

response: [NODE 02 IS 20], which indicates device 20H also

knows that its node number is 02H. Now a logical ring with

three nodes is set up. On this logical ring, node 00H,

whose device number is 07H, is master; device 09H has a
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node number 01H; device 20H has a node number 02H. The

device numbers on the logical ring can be in any order,

but the node numbers must be consecutive. Any node off the

logical ring must contain a node number FFH in

Node_Number_Register, NNR.

4.5.2 TASK31 Initiate The Token Passing

TASK31 is used by the master to enter the token

passing (TP) mode from master-slave (MS) mode. TASK31 is

executed within the master node. Only the task library of

the master node contains this task. Assume that the device

number of master node is 07H, the format of this task is:

107!31.TN}

TN : number of total node on the logical ring

including master node.

4.5.3 TASK32 Go Back To MS Mode

TASK32 is used by master to go back to MS mode.

TASK32 is performed within the master node. Only the task

library of the master node contains this task. Assume that

the device number of the master node is 07H, the format of

this task is:

107!32.1

4.5.4 TASK33 System Status

TASK33 is used to learn the system status: in MS mode
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or in TP mode. When this task is executed, a message

indicating the system status will be shown on the host

screen. The format of this task is:

{DN!33.}

DN : device number.
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Figure 4-9 Processing Flowchart for Noncommand Packets
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Chapter 5

Summary and Suggestions

In this project, a primitive design and

implementation of a simple control oriented local area

network using a token passing bus access method (COLAN II)

has been completed.

The first version of the COLAN II operating system

has been developed by using two implemented nodes. With

this operating system, hosts at these two nodes can talk

to each other (using message packets), cooperate with each

other to perform control tasks (using command packets),

and exchange information (using text/data packets). Since

token passing bus access is a time reservation method,

COLAN II logically should work with any number of nodes if

it works with two nodes.

COLAN II retains some desirable characteristics of

TASKMASTER, such as simplicity, low cost, control oriented

functions. By changing TASKMASTER into a network, COLAN II

improved the performance and usefulness of TASKMASTER.

Since multiple users are used in COLAN II, more complex

tasks, such as parallel processing, can be performed. By

using the message packets and text/data packets, users in

the network can have a chat and exchange information.

COLAN II also makes it possible to share expensive
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resources among all users.

The completion of COLAN II can be viewed as a first

stage towards a mature network. The following suggestions

are for future development:

1) Eliminating master node

Although the use of a master makes the network

initialization and management very simple, it is

undesirable to put the whole management responsibilities

on one node. For example, in COLAN II, the logical ring is

set up by master. This makes the system inflexible.

To distribute the network management responsibilities

among all the participating nodes, a contention scheme

must be used. When a contention method has been developed,

it is possible to eliminate the master node.

2) Transmission error control

In COLAN II, transmission error control has not

provided. It is important to detect errors using checksums

or Cyclic Redundancy Codes because errors may occur due to

noise bursts or unpredictable events.

3) Completion of task library

Since COLAN II is a control oriented network, it is

important to complete the task library. Since COLAN.II has
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noncommand packets, it is necessary to add some tasks to

manipulate these packets.

So far, two nodes, and a first version operating

system using a token passing medium access method have

been successfully implemented. The further development of

this control oriented local area network using token

passing and other medium access methods is currently under

development at Oregon State University.
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